While administering public policies is still of vital concern to a governor, policy formulation has become the prime responsibility of the job. In a recent article, Coleman B. Ransone, Jr., who has written about state government for over two decades, concluded that " the majority of studies over the last 20 years support the view that policy formulation is the governor's principal function and that he is generally successful (in terms of legislation passed or vetoes upheld) in getting his program through the legislature.
Purpose of the Paper This paper compares the extent to which Arkansas governors have been both active and successful participants in the policy formulation process during the past twenty-five years. In addition, the paper examines various factors which might determine the extent of the activity and success of the five governors holding office from .
While the paper contains several elements of an empirical study, it is essentially exploratory and suggestive. Quantitative measures of policy initiation activity and policy success are used These measures can be considered dependent variables. To help explain how these dependent variables differ among the governors, eight independent variables are proposed, and data concerning the variables are provided However, correlations between the independent and dependent variables are not calculated since it was impossible to adequately quantify the independent variables.
Despite the fact that this model of the governor's role in policy formulation is not completed and tested, the various data do provide some potentially valuable insights into the evolving role of the governor in the policy process and thus are presented in this paper. Background Little has been written about Arkansas' governors in recent years. No systematic empirical studies of the roles and functions of the office have been completed3 Researchers have studied the relationship between budgeting and gubernatorial powers and the use of guberna torial appointments to influence the General Assembly. 4 In addition, biographical studies of two recent governors were written in the 1970s. However, the available materials do not provide clear insight into the role of the governor in the policy process.
The Governors Policy Role Before 1955 Until the 1950s Arkansas' governors tended to be content to exercise their few powers sparingly. V.O. Key in 1949 described Arkansas politics as a state with a high degree of homogeneity. He wrote that the result is " a politics in which the debate is over the means of accomplishing what everyone assumes ought to be done and over the choice of personnel to carry out such commonly accepted and often unarticulated programs."6 Key observed that the state had had an unbroken succession of conservative governors. He added, " The only recent governor who distinguished himself by suspecting that anything was wrong with Arkansas and something could be done about it was the late Carl Bailey (1937-1941) "7
As might be suspected under the conditions described by Key, Arkansas' governors were not especially innovative or aggressive in policy formulation. The state performed traditional duties relating to schools, highways, prisons, limited welfare and social services, and law enforcement Taxes were kept low. Given the " extraordinary consensus" observed by Key, few new policy ideas originated in the governor's office.
Newly elected governors devoted a large amount of energy and time before their first legislative session to personnel decisions. A firstterm governor had little time or money to prepare legislation for his first session since the governor is inaugurated the day after the sixty-day session begins. Henry Alexander described the situation of a governorelect For five months prior to his inauguration the identify of the next governor has been known, since nomination by the Democratic party is tantamount to electioa During this period the governor-designate is besieged by officer seekers. Many call on him to enlist support for legislative proposals. Consequently, for several months before assuming office, the new governor must give much attention to public and to political affairs. A new governor usually finds it essential during this period prior to inauguration to maintain a temporary office in the capital city. No funds to defray expense of this temporary office are provided from public sources; donations from private sources during this period can hardly be defined as " campaign contributions."8
Since the end of World War II, however, even conservative states such as Arkansas have found new policy initiatives being thrust upon them by the national government and by demands from its citizens for services.
Policy Formulation Activism and Success: The Dependent Variables To better understand the scope of a governor's participation in the policy formulation process and the extent to which the participation has differed from governor to governor, one measure of policy activism and two measures of policy advocacy success were used Policy activism is defined as the number of policy issue areas for which a governor recommended important legislation. Policy success is measured by (1) the percentage of important legislative policy initia tives of a governor which are adopted by the legislature and (2) the success that a governor has in using his veto power.
An examination of the legislative programs of governors from 1955 to 1979 shows that since 1965 governors have become increasingly active policy initiators. Figure 1 shows a comparison of gubernatorial policy initiatives by subject area during the past twentyfive years. Figure 1 is based upon information obtained from newspaper articles which provide the following information concerning each legislative session: (a) a summary or the complete text of the governor's inaugural speech, (b) (when different from the inaugural speech) a summary of or the text of the governor's initial speech to the General Assembly, and(c) a " post-mortem" of the legislative session, written by the reporter covering the legislative session for the Arkansas Gazette. 
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To determine the policy areas in which important proposals were made, the newspaper articles described above were examined to find out which proposals met the following criteria:
• The policy was a significant departure from existing policies or was an innovation in state public policy or state government
• The policy was specifically identified by the governor as an important aspect of his legislative program in the inaugural, or it later became an element of the governor's program as described in the " post-mortem" article(s).
• Some degree of controversy surrounded the policy proposed by the governor. An additional judgment was made concerning the policy initiatives meeting the criteria described above. A gubernatorial policy proposal was defined to be " major" if it proposed an especially marked departure from the status quo and if it was highly controversial or had been controversial over a period of years. All other policy proposals meeting the three criteria were defined to be " substantial" proposals.
In addition to the substantial and major policy initiatives identified in Figure 1 , governors may have made proposals concerning other program areas in each session. However, these were not included because the proposals were either minor (simple adjustments in existing policy) or the governor did not become publicly associated with the measures.
An examination of Figures 1 and 2 shows that 1965 (the last Faubus term) was a turning point in policy initiation by governors. Until that time, the governor tended to concentrate on traditional programs. For each of the policy areas set out in Figure 1 . more than one legislative proposal might have been presented by the governor. Figure  3 shows the total number of legislative proposals (either major or substantial) made by each governor and the success rate for each governor as calculated by the authors. The measure of success rate is subjective since a legislative decision on a proposal does not always result in clear-cut success or failure for the governors proposal Compromises often tend to give a governor less than he wanted but more than what he started with. The authors had to make several judgments concerning whether compromise results should be deemed a success or a defeat for a governor.
The percentage of success for major and substantial policy initiatives is quite high and relatively stable for all governors with two exceptions: (a) the first Faubus term and (b) the two Rockefeller terms. Independent from this first analysis of the legislative success rates of governors during the past twenty-four years, the authors developed additional index of legislative successes during the last three General Assembly sessions. For the 1975, 1977, and 1979 sessions, lists are available of bills designated as " administration measures."9 The overall success rate for all administration bills is lower than the first index of success because a governor uses the administration designa tion for more than just the major and substantial measures integral to his legislative program. He often " adopts" the bills of legislators whom he wishes to favor. Thus, the technical designation44 administration bill" is more inclusive than the proposals described previously as being major or substantial. Figure 4 gives the index of success over the last three sessions for all administration bills.
Figure 3 Success in Substantial and
The authors were relatively close observers of the last three legislative sessions. They expected that the 1977 session would be the least successful of the three. (The legislature opposed several of Governor Pryor's ''innovative" proposals, including a drastic revision of local government finance and a litter control program.) The results of this index are surprising because of the relatively high 1977 policy success rate compared to the 1979 session, the first for Bill Clinton Clinton, a popular governor, had the lowest legislative success rate of the three sessions. An obvious explanation of this is seen in the fact that Clinton designated almost twice as many 44 administration bills" as Pryor designated during either of the previous two legislative sessions. Apparently, Clinton had a more ambitious legislative program and was more willing to attach the administration label to legislator-originated proposals. While Clinton's strategy increased the number of legislative defeats, the total quantity of successes was also higher. The Governor's Veto: Another Measure of Policy Success Aside from initiating policy through legislative proposals, a governor is also able to influence the policy process by using his power of veto. The actual percentage of bills vetoed is not an absolute measure of the effectiveness of the veto. Often, the threat of a veto is sufficient to cause a bill to be withdrawn by its sponsor. It is a custom in Arkansas that if the legislature is still in session the governor will inform a bill's
the bill will embarass the governor more than the legislator or the legislator wants to make a statement to constituents or interest groups. (There are apparently instances where a sponsor will solicit a veto from the governor, knowing a bill is bad public policy but feeling committed to support, sponsor, and pass a bill.)
The
The historic pattern of vetoes in Arkansas demonstrates no clearcut pattern (See Figure 5 .) During the past twenty years, there was some decline in the percentage of bills vetoed through the early 1970s and a slight increase since that time.
Arkansas has one of the easiest override provisions of any of the states, requiring the same simple majority (of the total membership of each house) necessary for initial passage. As in other states, overrides are infrequent, illustrating the considerable powers of a governor vis-avis the legislature.
Only thirteen overrides of 539 vetoes, 2.4 percent, have occurred in Arkansas during the last twenty-four years. The pattern of overrides is very uneven, with no overrides during the six Faubus terms, a jump in overrides to about 15 percent during the two Rockefeller terms, and only one successful override in each of the two Pryor terms. ( See Figure  5. 
What Causes the Variations in Policy Activism and Success:
The Independent Variables The first part of this paper identified differences in gubernatorial policy activism and success during the thirteen legislative sessions from 1954 to 1979. While the variations were not large, they appear to be significant In order to determine the likely causes of the differences from governor to governor, independent variables were identified as possible factors influencing policy activism and success. These variables are as follows:
• Formal powers of the office • Fiscal condition of the state (size of state budget, availability of federal funds, and economic conditions) • Staff resources available to a governor • The impact of experience as governor (first term vs. later terms) and the " honeymoon" effect • The extent of the mandate given to a governor by voters in the previous election • Partisan relationships between the governor and the Arkansas General Assembly
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Although these independent variables will not be rigorously tested to determine their influence on the dependent variables, they will be discussed in an analytic but nonmathematical way. The analysis should help to discover if the variables are associated with variations in policy activism and success.
Formal Powers of the Governor The formal powers granted the Arkansas governor have changed little during the past twenty-four years. The governor of Arkansas in 1979 had few more formal powers than those granted to the first governor elected under the Arkansas constitution adopted initially in 1874.
The state constitution provides that " the executive power shall be vested in a governor." However, the constitution sets up six other elective officials who are not subject to the control of the governor. In addition, voters have added amendments which place the Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department and the Game and Fish Commission outside of the administrative control of the governor.10 Varying degrees of power have been granted to about 200 boards and commissions which have been created by the state legislature.11
In addition to the constitutional powers of the office, the governor exercises powers gained through legislation and tradition. While no constitutional changes in recent years have given the governor a bigger role in the policy process, legislation and tradition have given the governor more power.
The following is a compilation of the changes which have affected the power of the governor in the state's policy process:
• By tradition, as in most other states, Arkansas' governor proposes a legislative program and uses informal powers of the office to influence the legislature. In 1959, the governor began submitting formal budget recommendations (in the form of a proposed budget) to the Arkansas Legislative Council and the Arkansas General Assembly. This practice extended the influence of the governor in a crucial part of the policy-making process-the budget
• Up until 1969 the governor drafted the Revenue Stabilization Act for consideration by the Joint Budget Committee and the General Assembly. Usually, the governor's recommendations played a large role in the final allocation of available funds to the various programs which had received appropriations. Beginning in 1969 and continuing through the 1977 session, the Joint Budget Committee took over the task of drafting the Revenue Stabilization A ct In 1979 the governor's office again wrote the draft act Playing a large role in drafting the Revenue Stabilization Act strengthens the governor5 s role in the policy process.
• In 1971 a reorganization measure passed the Arkansas General Assembly. Major services grouped under fourteen different departments, and the governor was given a stronger authority to appoint directors to the departments. A cabinet was created.
Having department directors with personal loyalty to the governor increases the governor's administrative powers and policy powers. The governor has better access to ideas and research generated by the various departments.
• Budget acts in 1955 and 1973 explicitly give the governor a role in recommending a line-item budget and a program budget which relates programs to dollars spent The governor is given the responsibility to hold budget hearings and make recom mendations concerning money and programs.
• In the 1970s the General Assembly began making appropria tions to defray the expenses of govemors-elect Paying for office space and professional assistance in the period between the general election and the assumption of office allows an in coming governor to conduct his own budget recommendations, and assemble a legislative package for the General Assembly session starting in early January following his election.
• The adoption of a classification and pay plan for state employees and the creation of a de facto merit system from 1967 through 1978 relieved the governor from devoting valuable time to setting individual salaries and from implementing a patronage system. The time could be devoted to policy and administrative matters.
• Major increases in staff levels for the governor's office provided governors with assistance needed to initiate policy research to guide policy initiatives through the General Assembly and to oversee the administration of state programs. The Governor's 29
Office of Planning was originally designed to be a policy research arm of the governor's office. One widely used objective measure of a governor's formal power is an index formulated by Joseph Schlesinger in 1971. Schlesinger created the index to " examine the major organization devices which define the strength of the governor. . ."
The authors used the Schlesinger index to measure the comparative formal power of Arkansas' governors between 1954 and 1979. The conclusion of the authors is that the appointive powers of the governor was the same from 1954 until 1971, when a state reorganiza tion plan was adopted by the General Assembly. It appears that the reorganization reduced the formal appointed powers of the governor as defined by Schlesinger. The other factors in the Schlesinger index have remained the same. Total gubernatorial power in Arkansas, according to the Schlesinger index, has thus declined since 1971.
Fiscal Conditions
Increases in gubernatorial policy activism and success may result from increases in state and federal funds. It is reasonable to expect that a growth in the state budget would enable a governor to steer the state into involvement in more policy areas and to have more resources to " trade off' to gain legislative acceptance of his policy proposals.
The relationship between policy activism and success and increased funds is not as straightforward as it might initially seem. State budget increases may be partially a consequence of gubernatorial activism rather than a cause. Also, an argument could be made that gubernatorial policy activism and success cause an increase of federal funds flowing instead the state. Staff Resources Available to a Governor An increase in staff resources should give the governor a greater ability to formulate a more diverse legislative program and to guide it through the General Assembly. Thus, changes in the staff resources available to a governor are another possible cause of the differences in policy activism and success.
Both the size and variety of the gubernatorial staff have increased, beginning in 1959 with the addition of temporary legislative staff in the governor's office during the legislative session. In the Rockefeller era, additional staff members were added for economic development activities using federal funds. In the 1970s a substantial number of gubernatorial staff (e.g., Man-power Council, Economic Development Study Commission, planning, EEOC, etc.) were hired for specialized planning and administration jobs.
While it is debatable whether this " executive office of the governor" is exactly comparable to the personal staff of the governor, it does demonstrate the " institutionalization" of the governor's office, paralleling what has been observed with the institutionalized presidency.
In order to compare the size of the staff for each governor with other governors, a weighted total of personnel for the governor's office was calculated using the following scheme:
(1) Professional weighted as one (2) Clerical weighted as 1/2 (3) Legislative staff weighted as 1/4 (usually professional person nel for about three months) The weighted total of personnel is charted on Graph 2. A distinct jump and continued upper trend is observed beginning in 1967, although there are peaks and valleys superimposed on the strong upward trend Since the increase in staffing occurred at the time of increased policy activism, the increased staff resources may influence guberna torial activism The variations in policy success, however, do not appear positively related to staff resources. For example, despite the small Faubus staff, he had a higher than average rate of success. The Impact of Experience as Governor (First Term vs. Later Terms) and the Honeymoon Effect Variations in policy activism and success may result from the experience that a governor has had in office. In his second term, the governor may have a better understanding of the job and therefore have more or fewer policy proposals-as he sees fit Additional experience may also aid in pushing legislation through the General Assembly. On the other hand, a new governor may enjoy a honeymoon period during his early days in office. During a honeymoon the General Assembly is more likely to pass the governor's legislative proposals.
The only governor who gained extraordinary experience in office as governor was Orval Faubus. Faubus' policy activism was somewhat cyclical, rising to a first peak in 1959 (his third term), dropping to a low in 1963, and then rising again in his last term. His policy success record rose from the record low in this quarter century (40 percent) in 1954 to the two highest success rates during the entire period in 1957 and in 1965. The Faubus average after his first term is higher than that of any other governor.
The gubernatorial experience of all other governors was either none after their election or two years at the beginning of their second term There is no discernible pattern in the activism of the two-term governors: (1) Rockefeller was slightly more active in his second term; (2) Bumpers and Pryor were both somewhat less active. The success rate of the two-term governors was the exact inverse: (1) Rockefeller's success rate went down in his second term; (2) Bumpers and Pryor5s success rates increased slightly.
On the other side of experience as a contribution to legislative activism and success is the honeymoon effect Generally the legislature would be expected to by sympathetic to a governor's program in his first term immediately after election. However, as mentioned above, Faubus, Bumpers, and Pryor each had higher policy rates in their latter terms. Thus, the honeymoon effect was absent except for Rockefeller.
The Extent of the Mandate Given to a Governor by Voters in the Previous Election Policy success and activism may be influenced by electoral margia Figure 6 shows the electoral margins for both the primaries and general elections from 1954 to 1978. The first and last Faubus terms and the two Rockefeller terms are the low points in electoral mandate, and the second and third Faubus terms plus the second Pryor term are the high points.
Partisan Margins in the Legislature
In addition to electoral mandate, an influence on gubernatorial activism and success in the legislature could be the size of the governor's party's delegation in the legislature. The only variation of note in this independent variable is the strong Democratic majority which the sole Republican governor, Rockefeller, faced in his two terms. (See Figure 7 .) Rockefeller's proposals were average or above in number, but his success rate was well below the average. His percentage of bills vetoed was in the overall pattern, but overrides of his vetoes were far more numerous. 
